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I am grateful to “Heidegger and the Indescribability of Noise Music” for introducing me to the musical 
genre known as ‘noise music.’ This essay addresses an issue raised by Kevin Matthew Jones, that of 
whether the experience of noise music can be translated into natural language and described in non-
superficial ways. On Jerge’s account, Jones believes that the experience of noise music, unlike other 
music, is too “subjective” to be able to convey “in objective terms.” Jerge concurs with Jones that the 
experience of noise music is “uniquely difficult to put into words,” and believes that Heidegger’s 
philosophical account of our immediate phenomenal experience of sounds can help to explain this 
musical peculiarity. At the end of this elegant and succinctly argued essay, Jerge helpfully points to 
some further questions raised by this research. 
 However, before these further questions, or the potential for Heidegger’s phenomenology to 
illuminate the main issue, can arise as concerns I would wonder first whether the central problem 
raised in this essay has been sufficiently motivated. For example, it is not entirely clear to me what 
Jones means by saying that noise music, or the experience of it, cannot easily be described in words. 
Is the difficulty really different from other absolute (non-programmatic) music in that regard?  
 The challenge, for Jones, is “to fully express the subjective experience of listening to noise in 
objective terms,” which suggests to me that the claim is that noise music cannot be analyzed or lacks 
a musical lexicon for doing so—i.e., music theoretical terms, concepts, and methods, presumably, are 
thought to be inadequate for describing these works. Or perhaps it is at the level of aesthetic 
experience that we cannot speak meaningfully about noise music? Does Jerge believe that noise music 
cannot suggest behavioral or evocative properties to the listener, sound eerie or anxious, or provoke 
feelings, moods, or other affective reactions? 
 My curiosity led me to listen to three works by Masami Akita, who was cited by Jerge at the 
opening of the essay, chosen at random on YouTube.1 I listened only to portions of each and can only 
offer superficial first impressions. Nevertheless, I will hazard some initial descriptions. The first piece 
utilized pitched and unpitched instruments, acoustic and electronic, and it exhibited melodic, 
rhythmic, textural, and formal traits. The second piece was mainly un-pitched but continuously 
rhythmic, and had a staticky sound to it, almost like scratching records or fingernails on a chalk board. 
And the third piece was very percussive, with what sounded like a large, variegated array of mostly 
metallic struck instruments producing a kaleidoscopic timbral effect, into which was mixed more or 
less unpitched mostly electronic sounds that created rhythms but without any clear (or at least regular) 
metrical sense. Aesthetically speaking, I would describe the experience of the first fifteen minutes of 
the first piece, composed of continuous sound loops interrupted or overlaid in various ways, as 
alternatingly tedious and disturbing, like a trance threatening to turn manic at any moment. 
Experiencing the second work at any significant length and volume could very likely induce an actual 

 
1 The three pieces are accessed here: (1) https://youtu.be/MJualQCAKHw; (2) https://youtu.be/jkx2X9-VNYo; (3) 

https://youtu.be/88uEBQyyVZA. 
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psychotic break—this piece has real promise as a CIA torture device. It is scratchy-sounding, motoric, 
and machine-like; if a computer could express its deepest most angst-ridden feelings, I suspect this 
would be its utterance. And the experience of the third piece I found to be quite dazzling and 
fantastical, like a mystical aural rendering of a physical universe of randomly colliding particles made 
sonically palpable. 
 These are only cursory impressions, but I cannot say that describing either these musical 
objects or my experience of them poses a greater challenge than would attempting the same with 
Boulez’s Piano Sonata no. 2, Xenakis’ Metastasis, or Varese’s Poème Electronique—or, for that matter, with 
the highly chromatic music of Wagner’s late operas or the atonal piano compositions of Scriabin’s late 
style. Jerge makes an issue of the fact that noise music’s sound sources are less identifiable to us, 
compared with a piano or violin presumably. But today, electronic sounds are all around us, produced 
both by ordinary machines with which we interact daily and heard in a variety of musical and other 
entertainment genres. I am not entirely sure that hearing electronic sounds, even unpitched ones, 
disorients the modern ear to the point of indescribability. The claims that noise music is especially 
novel or without precedent and that it requires a unique degree of active listening, presented as 
explanations for its indescribability, are arguable as well.  
 Nevertheless, I anticipate that there are good responses to the problems I have raised here. I 
look forward to following the development of Jerge’s work on the phenomenology of noise music in 
the future. 
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